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Abstract Design for Time-Based Rigging Solutions in Computer Graphics Education

A marked challenge for students in technical three-dimensional computer graphics education is the ability to overcome the technical and to think abstractly. Solving complex problems where there is no predefined solution is a significant obstacle. Software agnostic theory and practice is the cornerstone of understanding available tools independent of software. Breaking down challenges into basic components allows for quick testing solution exploration. This exploration, utilizing simple processes, allows for abstract designs to overcome the reoccurring basic components of rigging in computer graphics. Proposing simple solutions to problem components, then adding in variables to test and alter the proposition to arrive at a possible solution is a pathway to success.

Finding simple solutions requires breaking down the situation to core obstacles. Discerning what steps can be taken to solve each factor. Then making the proposed solution time-based. Next testing the system, or which variables need to be strengthened to create more stability? Lastly, what can be done to simplify or reduce cost.
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